1. ALL LINES TO BE 4" WIDE.
2. STRIPING PAINT TO BE ASPHALT PAINT PER WRITTEN SPECIFICATION.
3. STRIPING COLOR: WHITE.
4. ALL KEY DIMENSIONS ARE TYPICAL.

**Basketball Striping**

**Tennis Court Striping**

**Wall Tennis Striping**

**Tetherball Striping, Typ.**

**Wavy Hopscotch Striping, Typ.**

**RUNNING TRACK STRIPING TO BE 4" WIDE, COLOR BLUE.**
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Target Areas
1) Tennis Court
2) North Field
3) South Field & Entry
4) Primary Play Equipment
5) Triple Shootout, Wavy Hopscotch, & Open Space
6) Tetherball & 4-Square
7) Basketball Courts
8) Wavy Hopscotch, 4-Square & Tennis walls
9) Shade Structure, Game Tables, & Seating Area
10) Intermediate Play Equipment
11) Swing Pit